Bioradar Non-air Conducted Speech Enhancement based on Adaptive Wavelet Packet Entropy
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A novel bioradar is developed in our lab to obtain speech signal from human beings. Due to the special attribute of the millimeter wave bioradar, this speech detecting method may provide some exciting possibilities of wide applications. However, the resulting speech is of less intelligible and poor audibility since the present of the combined and colored additive noise. This paper, therefore, investigates the problem of the bioradar speech enhancement by corporates the wavelet packet entropy based voice/unvoiced radar speech adaptive detection method in a wavelet packet adaptation speech enhancement process. The results from both acoustic and listening evaluations suggest that the background noise can be reduced efficiently while the distortion of bioradar speech remains acceptable, suggesting that the proposed algorithm achieved a better performance of noise reduction over other traditional speech enhancement algorithms.
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Bioradar is an electric system which can be used to detect and evaluate the movements of living things, mainly human beings. Radar waves can be emitted by the system and the reflected signal was modulated by the movements of the body surface, such as breathing and heartbeats, even internal organs (Xiao et al., 2007). Bioradar has been used for many years to solve many medical and engineering problems (Staderini, 2002), among them are: sleep medicine (somnology), functional diagnostics, bedside monitoring, disaster medicine (A. Lazaro and Villarino, 2010; Byrne et al., 2010), antiterrorist operations, space medicine, pharmacology and zoo-psychology (Lazaro et al., 2009).1

Speech is also important information for human beings. However, there are few previous studies majoring on the speech detection by using bioradar. Other researches with respect to the bioradar speech concentrated on the non-acoustic sensors (Holzrichter et al., 1998; Jiao et al., 2010) and the measurement of speech articulator motions, such as vocal tract measurements and glottal excitation (Hu and Raj, 2005), but not on the bioradar speech itself. Therefore, there is a need to explore this new speech acquisition method (as well as the corresponding speech enhancement algorithm) to extend the existing speech acquisition method.

Although bioradar offers an exciting method for speech acquisition, the radar speech itself has several serious shortcomings, including artificial quality, reduced intelligibility, and poor audibility. This is not only because of some combined harmonics of the electromagnetic wave and electro-circuit noises are present in the detected speech, but also because of channel noise and ambient noise (Bellomo et al., 2010). Therefore, speech enhancement is a challenging topic for radar speech research.
Previous studies have reported some radar speech enhancement methods. Li et al. (Li et al., 2008a) proposed a multiband spectral subtraction approach that takes into account the fact that colored noise affects the speech spectrum differently at various frequencies. Although the speech quality was improved by this algorithm, it suffered from an annoying artifact called “musical noise” (Liu et al., 2006), which is caused by narrowband tonal components appearing somewhat periodically in each frame and occurring at random frequencies in voice or silence regions. They also explored other methods focused on masking the musical noise using psychoacoustic models (Li et al., 2008b). Results obtained by using these algorithms show that there is a need for further improvement in the radar speech enhancement algorithm.

The wavelet transforms (WT), which can be easily obtained by filtering a signal with multi-resolution filter banks (Guo and Wen, 2011), has been applied to various research areas, including signal and image denoising, compression, detection, and pattern recognition (Polivka et al., 2011). Recently, WT have been applied in denoising signals on the basis of the threshold of the wavelet coefficients, where the wavelet threshold (shrinking) introduced by Donoho, D.L. et al. (Donoho and Johnstone, 1994) is a simple but powerful denoising technique based on the threshold of the wavelet coefficients. Previous studies have also reported the application of wavelet shrinking for speech enhancement (DL, 1995); however, it is not possible to separate the signal from noises by a simple threshold because applying a uniform threshold to all wavelet coefficients would remove some speech components while suppressing additional noise, especially for the colored noise corrupted signal and some deteriorated speech conditions.

Entropy is defined as a measure of uncertainty of information in a statistical description of a system (Gray, 1990), and the spectral entropy is a measure of how concentrated or widespread the Fourier power spectrum of a signal is. In this study, a time frequency description of bioradar speech, as described by the wavelet packet coefficient, is used to calculate the entropy, which forms the wavelet packet spectral entropy. By its very definition, wavelet packet entropy is considerably sensitive both to the time frequency distribution and to the uncertainty of information, therefore, this novel tool may have very useful characteristics with regard to speech section detection.

Therefore, the purpose of this investigation is to improve bioradar non-air conducted speech technology, especially in electronic environments and very low SNR condition (SNR < 10 dB). The purposes of this study are as follows: (1) to introduce this novel bioradar speech acquisition method; (2) to enhance the radar speech quality by using wavelet packet entropy and wavelet packet denoising method; (3) to evaluate the quality of enhanced radar speech in comparison to speech enhanced by the traditional spectral subtract algorithm.

**METHOD**

**Bioradar speech acquisition system**

The schematic diagram of this bioradar non-air conducted speech acquisition system is shown in Figure 1. A phase-locked oscillator generates a very stable millimeter wave (MMW) at 8 mm wavelength (34.5 GHz) with an output power of 100 mW. This output is fed into both the transmitting circuit and the receiving circuit. In the transmitting circuit, the MMW is up-converted to 35.5 GHz by mixed with a 1 GHz crystal oscillator, this wave is fed through a power attenuator before reaching the transmitting antenna frequency. For the receiving circuit, the reflected wave is amplified by a low-noise amplifier after received by the receiving antenna. The transmitting and receiving antennas are both parabolic antennas with a diameter of 300 mm, the estimated beam width is 9°×9°, and the maximum antenna gain is 38.5 dB at 35.5 GHz. The amplified wave is down converted with the 34.5 GHz phase-locked oscillator frequency, and then mixed with 1 GHz crystal oscillator frequency after amplified by an intermediate frequency amplifier. The mixer output provides the speech signal from the body, which is amplified by a signal processor and is then passed through an A/D converter before reaching a computer for further processing. All the signals were sampled at a frequency of 10000 Hz. As shown in Figure 1, the advantage of this kind of radar component layout is that it employs two-step indirect-conversion technology.
transceiver, so that to mitigate the severe DC offset problem and the associated 1/f noise at baseband, that occurs normally in the direct-conversion receivers.

The enhanced speech is synthesized with the inverse transformation of the processed wavelet packet coefficients:

$$\hat{s}(n) = \mathcal{W}^{-1}\{\hat{w}_{j,m}^i\}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

where $\hat{s}(n)$ is the enhanced radar speech, and $\hat{w}_{j,m}^i$ is the updated wavelet packet coefficient which is calculated by the algorithm stated below. The schematic of the proposed algorithm is shown in Figure 2.

\textbf{Wavelet packet entropy}

The subband wavelet packet entropy is defined in terms of the relative wavelet energy of the wavelet coefficients (Blanco et al., 1998). The energy for each subband $j$ and level $i$ can be calculated as:

$$E_j^i = \sum_{m} |w_{j,m}^i|^2$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

The total energy of the wavelet packet coefficients will then be given by:

$$E_{total}^i = \sum_j |w_{j}^i|^2$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)

and the probability distribution for each level can be defined as:

$$p_j^i = \frac{E_j^i}{E_{total}^i}$$  \hspace{1cm} (6)

Since, following the definition of entropy given by Shannon (1948) (Shannon, 1948), the subband wavelet packet entropy is defined by using the probability distribution associated with scale level $i$ (for further details see (Blanco et al., 1998) and (Rosso et al., 2001)), we have:

$$H(i) = -\sum_j p_j^i \log p_j^i$$  \hspace{1cm} (7)

Two adaptive wavelet packet entropy thresholds are selected to detect the onset and offset of radar speech. The speech onset threshold is $T_o$ and the offset threshold is $T_o - T_s$, is defined by adding a fixed value to a past mean wavelet packet entropy value $T_m = T_o - T_s$ is calculated over the previous $t$ ms (five frames). The speech offset (noise) threshold is calculated by adding another fixed value to , When $H(i)$ (in Eq. 7) exceeds $T_o$, speech onset is detected and speech offset is
detected when $H(i)$ drops below $T_m$. Therefore, the wavelet packet entropy thresholds can be dynamically adjusted, in this study for bioradar speech, $E_s$ and $E_n$ are set at the constant values of 1.7 and 1.3, respectively.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

In order to analyze the time frequency distribution of the enhanced speech, in particular the structure of its residual noise, the speech spectrogram is used in this study as it can give more accurate information about residual noise and speech distortion than the corresponding time waveforms. Also, in order to evaluate the performance of this speech enhancement algorithm, other traditional enhancement algorithms are performed for comparison purpose. They are spectral subtraction (Boll, 1979) and noise estimation algorithm (Rangachari and Loizou, 2006).

Figure 3 (a) is the spectrogram of the original radar speech. It can be seen from the figure that the original radar speech signal was permeated with noise, which are electromagnetic noise and circuit noise produced by radar system, as stated before. Two other speech enhancement algorithms were also performed for comparison purpose, they are: the traditional spectral subtraction algorithm (Boll, 1979) and noise estimation algorithm (Rangachari and Loizou, 2006). Figure 3 (b) shows the results of bioradar speech enhancement by using spectral subtraction. It can be seen from the figure that the component of noise was reduced efficiently, but there was a lot of noise energy exists in speech signal. It can be seen from the figure that the high frequency component of the enhanced speech was even stronger than the original one, suggest that the traditional spectral subtraction algorithm can even “create” some noise, which is the “music noise”. Figure 3 (c) shows the results of radar
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**Fig. 3.** The Spectrogram of the bioradar speech: (a) The original radar speech; (b) enhanced speech by the spectral subtraction algorithm; (c) by the noise estimation algorithm; (d) by the proposed adaptive wavelet packet entropy algorithm
speech enhancement by using noise estimation algorithm. Compare to original speech signal, it can be seen from the figure that the algorithm can reduce the radar speech noises, however, there is still too much remnant noise in the enhanced speech, especially in the frequency section in which the noise is concentrated, suggesting that the noise reduction is not satisfactory. Figure 3 (d) shows the results of radar speech enhancement by using proposed adaptive wavelet packet entropy denoising algorithm. Compare to two methods stated before, noise component was almost removed, and the speech signal was reserved. Also, there was no new noise component produced, especially in non-speech section. These results suggest that the proposed algorithm achieves a better reduction of the whole-frequency noise than traditional spectral subtraction methods. Informal listening tests also indicated that the speech enhanced with the proposed auditory masking algorithm is more pleasant, the residual noise is better reduced, and with minimal, if any, speech distortion.

The proposed algorithm also displays strong flexibility to adapt to complicated speech environments, because the wavelet packet entropy threshold can be adequately adjusted in the time domain in speech frequency band to fit different or complex speech environments. This makes it possible to get better speech quality via speech enhancement under some rigorous speech environments.

As a single channel speech enhancement method, the algorithm proposed in this paper can be applied for the enhancement of nonacoustic sensor speech using available electronics. For example, a bioradar wave conducted speech enhancing system, into which this algorithm is embedded, can be developed. With the help of digital signal processing (DSP) technology, the speech enhancement function can be realized with a microprocessor and implanted into a radar-telephone, radar-microphone, or other electronic equipment. Different enhancement algorithms, suitable for different noise conditions, can be selected by a switch. With the development of efficient enhancement methods, the quality of nonacoustic sensor speech will be vastly improved and will provide better perception.

**CONCLUSION**

A novel non-air conducted speech acquisition method is introduced in this study by means of bioradar. Because of the special features of the bioradar, this speech detecting method can provide some exciting possibilities for a wide range of applications. In order to increase the quality of the radar speech, this study also proposed an adaptive wavelet packet entropy speech enhancement algorithm. Comparing to other traditional speech enhancement method, the proposed wavelet packet entropy algorithm can remove noise efficiently, as well as prevent speech from quality deterioration.
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